
INQUIRY FOUNDATION - FLC YEARS 1 & 2 - JLC YEARS 3 & 4 - MLC YEARS 5 & 6 - SLC

TERM 1 Both Years Learning to Learn Learning to Learn Learning to Learn Learning to Learn

Even Year - 
Sustainability

Shaping Identity Growing Older And Wiser The Game Of Life Ethics And Emotions

Excursion Ideas FREE Kids Helpline Wellbing Session Street Scene RACV - Free Primary School Road Safety Visit

Odd Year - 
Community

Sharing And Caring Places And Spaces First Contact Making Democracy

Excursion Ideas
Geelong Wool Museum VR Aboriginal Australia

Moriac community walk

TERM 2 Even Year - 
Change

The Changing World Stimulating Science Looking Backwards And Forwards Museums In Motion

Excursion Ideas
Iconic Performances - Boombastic Science Show (Incursion) Iconinc Performances - Colonial Experience (2 hour Show) - 

School Performance Incursion (Interactive)

Soverign Hill

Odd Year -
Sustainability

Our Sustainable World Tip Toe Through Our World Look At What We Have Got Think Global, Act Local

Excursion Ideas
Barwon Water Incursion (Free) Eco Logic Education and Environment Services
CERES Sustainability Hub
The Farmers Place

TERM 3 Even Year - 
Discovery

The Bridge And Beyond Light And Sound Forces And Functions The Journey To Discovery

Excursion Ideas Cultural Infusion - Shadow Puppet Animation (All day in 
small groups) 50 mins or 100 mins workshops

Odd Year - Social 
Justice

Fairness And Friendship Celebrating Multiculturalism In Their Shoes Care For The Kids

Excursion Ideas CERES Sustainability Hub (Multiculture Workshop)

TERM 4 Even Year - 
Connections

Great And Small Through Generations Our Island Home Data And Decisions

Excursion Ideas IMAX BUGS: MIGHTY MICRO MONSTERS 3D Narana

Odd Year - 
Creativity

Topsy Turvy Tales Robot Buddies Preparing The Stage Bizarre Bazaar

Excursion Ideas

Tech Kids Technology In Play

Contact Deakin University - 

https://getmappen.com/maps/unit/93/pdf
https://getmappen.com/maps/unit/94/pdf
https://getmappen.com/maps/unit/90/pdf
https://getmappen.com/maps/unit/89/pdf
https://kidshelpline.com.au/schools/sessions-bupa-wellbeing
https://www.racv.com.au/on-the-road/driving-maintenance/road-safety/road-safety-school-programs/primary-school-road-safety-program.html
https://getmappen.com/maps/unit/91/pdf
https://getmappen.com/maps/unit/92/pdf
https://getmappen.com/maps/unit/95/pdf
https://getmappen.com/maps/unit/88/pdf
https://www.geelongaustralia.com.au/nwm/education/article/item/8cdd9e7f58f4cf0.aspx
http://www.egincursions.com/schoolworkshops/Aboriginal
https://getmappen.com/maps/unit/66/pdf
https://getmappen.com/maps/unit/71/pdf
https://getmappen.com/maps/unit/67/pdf
https://getmappen.com/maps/unit/69/pdf
https://bookings.iconicperformances.com.au//Boombastic-Science-Show-for-Primary-School-Students/
https://bookings.iconicperformances.com.au/Colonial-Experience--2-hour-Show----School-Performance-Incursion/
https://bookings.iconicperformances.com.au/Colonial-Experience--2-hour-Show----School-Performance-Incursion/
http://education.sovereignhill.com.au/
https://getmappen.com/maps/unit/60/pdf
https://getmappen.com/maps/unit/62/pdf
https://getmappen.com/maps/unit/59/pdf
https://getmappen.com/maps/unit/63/pdf
https://www.barwonwater.vic.gov.au/community-and-education/teachers-and-students
http://ecologic.net.au/activities/
https://sustainability.ceres.org.au/
https://www.thefarmersplace.com.au/school-programs
https://getmappen.com/maps/unit/76/pdf
https://getmappen.com/maps/unit/73/pdf
https://getmappen.com/maps/unit/61/pdf
https://getmappen.com/maps/unit/78/pdf
http://www.findschoolworkshops.com/culturalinfusion/Sumardi-Indonesian-Shadow-Puppeteer#accHelp2
http://www.findschoolworkshops.com/culturalinfusion/Sumardi-Indonesian-Shadow-Puppeteer#accHelp2
https://getmappen.com/maps/unit/68/pdf
https://getmappen.com/maps/unit/72/pdf
https://getmappen.com/maps/unit/74/pdf
https://getmappen.com/maps/unit/75/pdf
https://getmappen.com/maps/unit/84/pdf
https://getmappen.com/maps/unit/82/pdf
https://getmappen.com/maps/unit/80/pdf
https://getmappen.com/maps/unit/79/pdf
https://imaxmelbourne.com.au/movie/bugs_mighty_micro_monsters_3d/education
http://www.narana.com.au/
https://getmappen.com/maps/unit/81/pdf
https://getmappen.com/maps/unit/85/pdf
https://getmappen.com/maps/unit/87/pdf
https://getmappen.com/maps/unit/86/pdf
https://techkids.com.au/in-school-programs/


READING FOUNDATION - FLC YEARS 1 & 2 - JLC YEARS 3 & 4 - MLC YEARS 5 & 6 - SLC

TERM 1 Reading & 
Viewing

Language
Phonics and word knowledge
1.        Recognise all upper- and lower-case letters and the 
most common sound that each letter represents 
(VCELA146)
2.        Blend sounds associated with letters when reading 
consonant-vowel-consonant words (VCELA147)

Literacy
Texts in context
1.        Identify some familiar texts and the contexts in which 
they are used (VCELY151)

Literacy
Texts in context
1.Discuss different texts on a similar topic, identifying 
similarities and differences between the texts (VCELY220)

Interpreting, analysing, evaluating
1.Read familiar and some unfamiliar texts with phrasing and 
fluency by combining phonic, semantic, contextual and 
grammatical knowledge using text processing strategies, 
including monitoring meaning, predicting, rereading and 
self-correcting (VCELY221)
2.Use comprehension strategies to build literal and inferred 
meaning and begin to analyse texts by drawing on growing 
knowledge of context, language and visual features and 
print and multimodal text structures (VCELY222)
3.Analyse how different texts use nouns to represent 
people, places, things and ideas in particular ways 
(VCELY223)

Literacy
Texts in context
1.        Identify and explain language features of texts from 
earlier times and compare with the vocabulary, images, 
layout and content of contemporary texts (VCELY 286)

Interpreting, analysing, evalu ating
1.        Read different types of texts for specific purposes by 
combining phonic, semantic, contextual and grammatical 
knowledge using text processing strategies, including 
monitoring meaning, skimming, scanning and reviewing 
(VCELY287)
2.        Use comprehension strategies to build literal and 
inferred meaning to expand content knowledge, integrating 
and linking ideas and analysing and evaluating texts
(VCELY288)
3.        Compare and evaluate two texts presenting the same 
ideas and analyse why one is more comprehensible or 
engaging than the other (VCELY289)

Literacy
Interpreting, analysing, evaluating
1.        Analyse strategies authors use to influence readers 
(VCELY345)
2.        Select, navigate and read increasingly complex texts 
for a range of purposes, applying appropriate text 
processing strategies to recall information and consolidate 
meaning(VCELY346)
3.        Use comprehension strategies to interpret and 
analyse information and ideas, comparing content from a 
variety of textual sources including media and digital texts
(VCELY347)

TERM 2 Reading & 
Viewing

Literacy
Interpreting, analysing, evaluating
1.        Read texts with familiar structures and features, 
practising phrasing and fluency, and monitor meaning using 
concepts about print and emerging phonic, semantic, 
contextual and grammatical knowledge (VCELY152)
2.        Use comprehension strategies to understand and 
discuss texts listened to, viewed or read independently 
(VCELY153)
3.        Identify some differences between imaginative and 
informative texts (VCELY154)

Literature
Examining literature
1.        Discuss the characters and settings of different texts 
and explore how language is used to present these features 
in different ways (VCELT219)

Language
Text structure and organisation
1.        Understand that different types of texts have 
identifiable text structures and language features that help 
the text serve its purpose (VCELA212)
2.        Know some features of text organisation including 
page and screen layouts, alphabetical order, and different 
types of diagrams (VCELA213)

Literature
Literature and context
1.        Make connections between the ways different 
authors may represent similar storylines, ideas and 
relationships (VCELT282)

Responding to liter ature
1.        Describe the effects of ideas, text structures and 
language features of literary texts (VCELT283)

Examining literature
1.        Discuss how authors and illustrators make stories 
exciting, moving and absorbing and hold readers’ interest 
by using various techniques (VCELT284)
2.        Understand, interpret and experiment with a range of 
devices and deliberate word play in poetry and other 
literary texts (VCELT285)

Literature
Responding to literature
1.        Analyse and evaluate similarities and differences in 
texts on similar topics, themes or plots (VCELT341)
2.        Identify and explain how choices in language, 
including modality, emphasis, repetition and metaphor, 
influence personal response to different texts (VCELT342)

TERM 3 Reading & 
Viewing

Literature
Literature and context
1.        Recognise that texts are created by authors who tell 
stories and share experiences that may be similar or 
different to students’ own experiences (VCELT148)

Examining literature
1.        Recognise some different types of literary texts and 
identify some characteristic features of literary texts 
(VCELT149)
2.        Identify some features of texts including events and 
characters and retell events from a text (VCELT150)

Language
Expressing and developing ideas
1.        Understand that simple connections can be made 
between ideas by using a compound sentence with two or 
more clauses usually linked by a coordinating conjunction
(VCELA214)
2.        Identify visual representations of characters’ actions, 
reactions, speech and thought processes in narratives, and 
consider how these images add to or contradict or multiply 
the meaning of accompanying words (VCELA215)
3.        Understand that nouns represent people, places, 
things and ideas and include common, proper, concrete or 
abstract, and that noun groups/phrases can be expanded 
using articles and adjectives (VCELA216)

Language
Text structure and organisation
1.        Identify features used in imaginative, informative and 
persuasive texts to meet the purpose of the text, and 
understand how texts vary in complexity and technicality 
depending on the approach to the topic, the purpose and 
the intended audience (VCELA277)
2.        Identify features of online texts that enhance 
readability including text, navigation, links, graphics and 
layout (VCELA278)

Literature
Responding to literature
Examining literature
1.Identify, describe, and discuss similarities and differences 
between texts, including those by the same author or 
illustrator, and evaluate characteristics that define an 
author’s individual style (VCELT343)
2.Identify the relationship between words, sounds, imagery 
and language patterns in narratives and poetry such as 
ballads, limericks and free verse (VCELT344)

TERM 4 Reading & 
Viewing

Language
Text structure and organisation
1.        Understand that texts can take many forms, and that 
imaginative and informative texts have different purposes 
(VCELA141)
2.        Understand concepts about print and screen, 
including how books, film and simple digital texts work, and 
know some features of print, including directionality 
(VCELA142)

Expressing and deve loping ideas
1.        Recognise that sentences are key units for expressing 
ideas (VCELA143)
2.        Recognise that texts are made up of words and 
groups of words that make meaning (VCELA144)
3.        Explore the different contribution of words and 
images to meaning in stories and informative texts 
(VCELA145)

Language
Phonics and word knowledge
1.Learn some generalisations for adding suffixes to words 
(VCELA217)
2.Recognise most letter–sound matches including silent 
letters, trigraphs, vowel digraphs and common long vowels, 
and understand that a sound can be represented by various 
letter combinations (VCELA218)

Language
Expressing and developing ideas
1.Explore the effect of choices when framing an image, 
placement of elements in the image, and salience on 
composition of still and moving images in a range of types 
of texts(VCELA279)
2.Understand how adverb groups/phrases and 
prepositional phrases work in different ways to provide 
circumstantial details about an activity (VCELA280)
3.Investigate how quoted (direct) and reported (indirect) 
speech work in different types of text (VCELA281)

Language
Text structure and organisation
1.        Understand how authors often innovate on text 
structures and play with language features to achieve 
particular aesthetic, humorous and persuasive purposes 
and effects(VCELA339)

Expressing and developing ideas
1.        Identify and explain how analytical images like 
figures, tables, diagrams, maps and graphs contribute to 
our understanding of verbal information in factual and 
persuasive texts(VCELA340)



The Reading CAFE Menu
Comprehension Accuracy Fluency Expand Vocabulary BEHAVIORS THAT SUPPORT READING
I understand what I read. I can read the words. I can read accurately, with expression, and 

understand what I read.
I know, find, and use interesting words.

Check for Understanding Abundant easy reading Voracious reading (F) Voracious reading (E) Get started right away 

Back up and reread Look carefully at letters and words Read appropriate level texts that are a good fit Tune in to interesting words and use new vocabulary in 
speaking and writing

Stay in one spot 

Use prior knowledge to connect with text Cross checking... Do the pictures and/or words look right? 
Do they sound right? Do they make sense?

Reread text Use prior knowledge and context to predict and confirm 
meaning

Increase stamina

Make and adjust predictions; use text to confirm Flip the sound Practice common sight words and high-frequency words Use pictures, illustrations, and diagrams Work quietly 

Infer and support with evidence Use the pictures... Do the words and pictures match? Adjust and apply different reading rates to match text Use word parts to determine meaning of words (prefixes, 
suffixes, origins, abbreviations)

Select and read good-fit books

Make a picture or mental image Use beginning and ending sounds Use punctuation to enhance phrasing and prosody (end 
marks, commas, etc)

Use dictionaries, thesauruses, and glossaries as tools Read the whole time 

Monitor and fix up Blend sounds; stretch and reread Read text as the author would say it, conveying the 
meaning or feeling

Ask questions throughout the reading process Chunk letters and sounds together

Use text features (titles, headings, captions, graphic 
features)

Skip the word, then come back

Summarize text; include sequence of main events Trade a word/guess a word that makes sense

Use main idea and supporting details to determine 
importance

Recognize words at sight

Determine and analyze author's purpose and support with 
text

Recognize literary elements (genre, plot, character, setting, 
problem/resolution, theme)

Recognize and explain cause-and-effect relationships

Compare and contrast within and between text F-2 PRIORITY FOCI 3-6 PRIORITY FOCI F-6 FOCI

The CAFE Menu for Emergent Readers
Tell a connected story using pictures
Retell story, including
story line—characters;
setting, problem, or goal events,
sequencing beginning, middle, end

Respond to questions about the story

Recognize when two words rhyme
Produce rhyming words

Recognize uppercase letters
Recognize lowercase letters
Recognize sight words

Concepts of print, including:
Identify front and back of
book
Know where to begin reading
Know to start reading at the
top of a page
Know sentences and words
are read left to right
When finished with left page,
move on to right page
Know return sweep when
reading a sentence
Word-by-word matching
Understand concept of a word
Understand concept of a letter
Know there are spaces
between words
Know the meaning of a full stop

https://www.thedailycafe.com/cafe/interactive-cafe-menu/comprehension/check-understanding
https://www.thedailycafe.com/cafe/interactive-cafe-menu/accuracy/abundant-easy-reading
https://www.thedailycafe.com/cafe/interactive-cafe-menu/fluency/voracious-reading-f
https://www.thedailycafe.com/cafe/interactive-cafe-menu/expand-vocabulary/voracious-reading-e
https://www.thedailycafe.com/cafe/interactive-cafe-menu/comprehension/back-and-reread
https://www.thedailycafe.com/cafe/interactive-cafe-menu/accuracy/look-carefully-letters-and-words
https://www.thedailycafe.com/cafe/interactive-cafe-menu/fluency/read-appropriate-level-texts-are-good-fit
https://www.thedailycafe.com/cafe/interactive-cafe-menu/expand-vocabulary/tune-interesting-words-and-use-new-vocabulary-speaking
https://www.thedailycafe.com/cafe/interactive-cafe-menu/expand-vocabulary/tune-interesting-words-and-use-new-vocabulary-speaking
https://www.thedailycafe.com/cafe/interactive-cafe-menu/comprehension/use-prior-knowledge-connect-text
https://www.thedailycafe.com/cafe/interactive-cafe-menu/accuracy/cross-checking-do-pictures-andor-words-look-right-do-they-sound
https://www.thedailycafe.com/cafe/interactive-cafe-menu/accuracy/cross-checking-do-pictures-andor-words-look-right-do-they-sound
https://www.thedailycafe.com/cafe/interactive-cafe-menu/fluency/reread-text
https://www.thedailycafe.com/cafe/interactive-cafe-menu/expand-vocabulary/use-prior-knowledge-and-context-predict-and-confirm
https://www.thedailycafe.com/cafe/interactive-cafe-menu/expand-vocabulary/use-prior-knowledge-and-context-predict-and-confirm
https://www.thedailycafe.com/cafe/interactive-cafe-menu/comprehension/make-and-adjust-predictions-use-text-confirm
https://www.thedailycafe.com/cafe/interactive-cafe-menu/accuracy/flip-sound
https://www.thedailycafe.com/cafe/interactive-cafe-menu/fluency/practice-common-sight-words-and-high-frequency-words
https://www.thedailycafe.com/cafe/interactive-cafe-menu/expand-vocabulary/use-pictures-illustrations-and-diagrams
https://www.thedailycafe.com/cafe/interactive-cafe-menu/comprehension/infer-and-support-evidence
https://www.thedailycafe.com/cafe/interactive-cafe-menu/accuracy/use-pictures-do-words-and-pictures-match
https://www.thedailycafe.com/cafe/interactive-cafe-menu/fluency/adjust-and-apply-different-reading-rates-match-text
https://www.thedailycafe.com/cafe/interactive-cafe-menu/expand-vocabulary/use-word-parts-determine-meaning-words-prefixes
https://www.thedailycafe.com/cafe/interactive-cafe-menu/expand-vocabulary/use-word-parts-determine-meaning-words-prefixes
https://www.thedailycafe.com/cafe/interactive-cafe-menu/comprehension/make-picture-or-mental-image
https://www.thedailycafe.com/cafe/interactive-cafe-menu/accuracy/use-beginning-and-ending-sounds
https://www.thedailycafe.com/cafe/interactive-cafe-menu/fluency/use-punctuation-enhance-phrasing-and-prosody-end-marks-commas-etc
https://www.thedailycafe.com/cafe/interactive-cafe-menu/fluency/use-punctuation-enhance-phrasing-and-prosody-end-marks-commas-etc
https://www.thedailycafe.com/cafe/interactive-cafe-menu/expand-vocabulary/use-dictionaries-thesauruses-and-glossaries-tools
https://www.thedailycafe.com/cafe/interactive-cafe-menu/comprehension/monitor-and-fix
https://www.thedailycafe.com/cafe/interactive-cafe-menu/accuracy/blend-sounds-stretch-and-reread
https://www.thedailycafe.com/cafe/interactive-cafe-menu/fluency/read-text-author-would-say-it-conveying-meaning-or-feeling
https://www.thedailycafe.com/cafe/interactive-cafe-menu/fluency/read-text-author-would-say-it-conveying-meaning-or-feeling
https://www.thedailycafe.com/cafe/interactive-cafe-menu/comprehension/ask-questions-throughout-reading-process
https://www.thedailycafe.com/cafe/interactive-cafe-menu/accuracy/chunk-letters-and-sounds-together
https://www.thedailycafe.com/cafe/interactive-cafe-menu/comprehension/use-text-features-titles-headings-captions-graphic-features
https://www.thedailycafe.com/cafe/interactive-cafe-menu/comprehension/use-text-features-titles-headings-captions-graphic-features
https://www.thedailycafe.com/cafe/interactive-cafe-menu/accuracy/skip-word-then-come-back
https://www.thedailycafe.com/cafe/interactive-cafe-menu/comprehension/summarize-text-include-sequence-main-events
https://www.thedailycafe.com/cafe/interactive-cafe-menu/accuracy/trade-wordguess-word-makes-sense
https://www.thedailycafe.com/cafe/interactive-cafe-menu/comprehension/use-main-idea-and-supporting-details-determine-importance
https://www.thedailycafe.com/cafe/interactive-cafe-menu/comprehension/use-main-idea-and-supporting-details-determine-importance
https://www.thedailycafe.com/cafe/interactive-cafe-menu/accuracy/recognize-words-sight
https://www.thedailycafe.com/cafe/interactive-cafe-menu/comprehension/determine-and-analyze-authors-purpose-and-support-text
https://www.thedailycafe.com/cafe/interactive-cafe-menu/comprehension/determine-and-analyze-authors-purpose-and-support-text
https://www.thedailycafe.com/cafe/interactive-cafe-menu/comprehension/recognize-literary-elements-genre-plot-character-setting
https://www.thedailycafe.com/cafe/interactive-cafe-menu/comprehension/recognize-literary-elements-genre-plot-character-setting
https://www.thedailycafe.com/cafe/interactive-cafe-menu/comprehension/recognize-and-explain-cause-and-effect-relationships
https://www.thedailycafe.com/cafe/interactive-cafe-menu/comprehension/compare-and-contrast-within-and-between-text


WRITING FOUNDATION - FLC YEARS 1 & 2 - JLC YEARS 3 & 4 - MLC YEARS 5 & 6 - SLC

TERM 1 Writing Literacy
Creating texts
1.        Create short texts to explore, record and report ideas 
and events using familiar words and beginning writing 
knowledge (VCELY160)
2.        Participate in shared editing of students’ own texts 
for meaning, spelling, capital letters and full stops 
(VCELY161)
3.        Understand that sounds in English are represented by 
upper- and lower-case letters that can be written using 
learned letter formation patterns for each case (VCELY162)

Literacy
Creating texts
1.Create short imaginative, informative and persuasive texts 
using growing knowledge of text structures and language 
features for familiar and some less familiar audiences, 
selecting print and multimodal elements appropriate to the 
audience and purpose (VCELY230)
2.Reread and edit text for spelling, sentence-boundary 
punctuation and text structure (VCELY231)
3.Write words and sentences legibly using upper- and 
lower-case letters that are applied with growing fluency 
using an appropriate pen/pencil grip and body position
(VCELY232)
4.Construct texts featuring print, visual and audio elements 
using software, including word processing programs 
(VCELY233)

Literacy
Creating texts
1.        Plan, draft and publish imaginative, informative and 
persuasive texts containing key information and supporting 
details for a widening range of audiences, demonstrating 
increasing control over text structures and language 
features (VCELY299)
2.        Reread and edit for meaning by adding, deleting or 
moving words or word groups to improve content and 
structure (VCELY300)
3.        Handwrite using clearly-formed joined letters, and 
develop increased fluency and automaticity (VCELY301)
4.        Use a range of software including word processing 
programs to construct, edit and publish written text, and 
select, edit and place visual, print and audio elements 
(VCELY302)

Literacy
Texts in context
1.        Compare texts including media texts that represent 
ideas and events in different ways, explaining the effects of 
the different approaches (VCELY357)

Creating texts
1.        Plan, draft and publish imaginative, informative and 
persuasive texts, choosing and experimenting with text 
structures, language features, images and digital resources 
appropriate to purpose and audience (VCELY358)
2.        Reread and edit own and others’ work using agreed 
criteria and explaining editing choices (VCELY359)
3.        Develop a handwriting style that is legible, fluent and 
that can vary depending on context (VCELY360)

Genre Recount
Personal, short simple sentences with illustrations

Recount
Personal, short simple sentences with illustrations

Narrative
Beginning-middle-end, paragraphs, character development

Recount
Personal, short simple and compound sentences with 
illustrations

Narrative
Setting, storylines, multiple character development

Recount
Personal, short simple and compound sentences with 
illustrations

Narrative
Setting, storylines, multiple character development

Grammar & 
Punctuation

Capital letters (names, start of sentences) and full stops 
(end of sentences) 

full stops, question marks and exclamation marks, captial 
letters (proper nouns), commas (lists),

apostrophes (contractions), quotation marks (dialogue, 
titles, quoted speech), pronouns, connectives, noun 
groups/phrases, prepostional phrases, verbs, tense, clauses 
(subject and verb), pronouns

Capital letters, full stops, commas, adjectives, adverbs, 
nouns (common, proper, collective, abstract, possessive), 
sentence structure, paragraphing, direct and indirect 
speech

TERM 2 Writing Literacy
Creating texts
4.        Construct texts using software including word 
processing programs (VCELY163)

Literature
Creating literature
1.        Retell familiar literary texts through performance, use 
of illustrations and images (VCELT159)

Literature
Creating literature
1.Create events and characters using different media that 
develop key events and characters from literary texts 
(VCELT228)
2.Build on familiar texts by experimenting with character, 
setting or plot (VCELT229)

Literature
Creating literature
1.        Create literary texts by developing storylines, 
characters and settings (VCELT297)
2.        Create literary texts that explore students’ own 
experiences and imagining (VCELT298)

Literacy
Creating texts
4.        Use a range of software, including word processing 
programs, learning new functions as required to create 
texts (VCELY361)

Literature
Creating literature
1.        Experiment with text structures and language 
features and their effects in creating literary texts 
(VCELT355)
2.        Create literary texts that adapt or combine aspects of 
texts students have experienced in innovative ways 
(VCELT356)

Genre Recount
Personal, short simple sentences with illustrations

Persuasive
Informal structure, letters, posters, slogans

Information Report
Paragraphs, annotated diagrams, facts, publishing

Persuasive
Advertisements, Letters, language features, arguments and 
supporting facts

Information Report
Newspapers, annotated posters, subheadings, paragraphs, 
labelled diagrams, 

Persuasive
Advertisements, Letters, language features, arguments and 
supporting facts

Information Report
Newspapers, annotated posters, subheadings, paragraphs, 
labelled diagrams, 

Grammar & 
Punctuation

Capital letters (names, start of sentences) and full stops 
(end of sentences) 

full stops, question marks and exclamation marks, captial 
letters (proper nouns), commas (lists),

apostrophes (contractions), quotation marks (dialogue, 
titles, quoted speech), pronouns, connectives, noun 
groups/phrases, prepostional phrases, verbs, tense, clauses 
(subject and verb), pronouns

Capital letters, full stops, commas, adjectives, adverbs, 
nouns (common, proper, collective, abstract, possessive), 
sentence structure, paragraphing, direct and indirect 
speech

TERM 3 Writing Language
Text structure and organisation
1.        Understand that some language in written texts is 
unlike everyday spoken language (VCELA155)
2.        Understand that punctuation is a feature of written 
text different from letters and recognise how capital letters 
are used for names, and that capital letters and full stops 
signal the beginning and end of sentences (VCELA156)

Language
Text structure and organisation
1.        Understand how texts are made cohesive by the use 
of resources, including word associations, synonyms, and 
antonyms (VCELA224)
2.        Recognise that capital letters signal proper nouns and 
commas are used to separate items in lists (VCELA225)

Language
Text structure and organisation
1.Understand how texts are made cohesive through the use 
of linking devices including pronoun reference and text 
connectives (VCELA290)
2.Recognise how quotation marks are used in texts to signal 
dialogue, titles and quoted (direct) speech (VCELA291)

Expressing and developing ideas
1.Understand that the meaning of sentences can be 
enriched through the use of noun groups/phrases and verb 
groups/phrases and prepositional phrases (VCELA292)
2.Incorporate new vocabulary from a range of sources, 
including vocabulary encountered in research, into own 
texts (VCELA293)

Language
Text structure and organisation
1.        Understand that cohesive links can be made in texts 
by omitting or replacing words (VCELA348)
2.        Understand the uses of commas to separate clauses 
(VCELA349)

Expressing and developing ideas
1.        Investigate how complex sentences can be used in a 
variety of ways to elaborate, extend and explain ideas 
(VCELA350)
2.        Understand how ideas can be expanded and 
sharpened through careful choice of verbs, elaborated 
tenses and a range of adverb groups/phrases (VCELA351)

Genre Narrative 
Beginning-middle-end, Illustrations, simple sentences

Narrative
Beginning-middle-end, paragraphs, character development

Procedure
3-4 steps

Information Report
Newspapers, annotated posters, subheadings, paragraphs, 
labelled diagrams,

Procedure
Design Brief, simple evalutation

Biography (5) / Autobiography (6)
introduction, paragraphs, simple and complex sentences 
with supporting detail, oral presentation, audience, topic 
sentences

Procedure
Design Brief, simple evalutation

Grammar & 
Punctuation

Capital letters (names, start of sentences) and full stops 
(end of sentences) 

full stops, question marks and exclamation marks, captial 
letters (proper nouns), commas (lists),

apostrophes (contractions), quotation marks (dialogue, 
titles, quoted speech), pronouns, connectives, noun 
groups/phrases, prepostional phrases, verbs, tense, clauses 
(subject and verb), pronouns

Capital letters, full stops, commas, adjectives, adverbs, 
nouns (common, proper, collective, abstract, possessive), 
sentence structure, paragraphing, direct and indirect 
speech

TERM 4 Writing Language
Phonics and word knowledge
1.Understand that spoken sounds and words can be written 
and know how to write some high-frequency words and 
other familiar words including their name (VCELA157)
2.Know how to use onset and rime to spell words where 
sounds map more directly onto letters (VCELA158)

Language
Phonics and word knowledge
1.        Understand how to use digraphs, long vowels, blends, 
silent letters and syllabification to spell simple words 
including compound words (VCELA226)
2.        Use visual memory to write high-frequency words 
and words where spelling is not predictable from the 
sounds (VCELA227)

Language
Phonics and word knowledge
1.Understand how to use phonic generalisations to identify 
and write words with more complex letter combinations 
(VCELA294)
2.Understand how to use spelling patterns and 
generalisations including syllabification, letter combinations 
including double letters, and morphemic knowledge to 
build word families (VCELA295)
3.Recognise homophones and know how to use context to 
identify correct spelling (VCELA296)

Language
Expressing and developing ideas
3.Investigate how vocabulary choices, including evaluative 
language can express shades of meaning, feeling and 
opinion (VCELA352)

Phonics and word knowledge
1.Understand how to use phonic knowledge and 
accumulated understandings about blending, letter–sound 
relationships, common and uncommon letter patterns and 
phonic generalisations to recognise and write increasingly 
complex words (VCELA353)
2.Understand how to use banks of known words, word 
origins, base words, prefixes, suffixes, spelling patterns and 
generalisations to spell new words, including technical 
words and words adopted from other languages 
(VCELA354)

Genre Procedure
Ordering events

Explanation Poster
3 simple paragraphs - What is it? What does it do? How 
does it work?

Poetry
simple rhyme, acrostic,

Explanation
Paragraphs (introduction, what is it? what does it do? how 
does it work? conclusion), labelled diagrams

Poetry
Australian, songs, alliteration

Explanation
Paragraphs (introduction, what is it? what does it do? how 
does it work? conclusion), labelled diagrams

Poetry
Australian, songs, alliteration

Grammar & 
Punctuation

Capital letters (names, start of sentences) and full stops 
(end of sentences) 

full stops, question marks and exclamation marks, captial 
letters (proper nouns), commas (lists),

apostrophes (contractions), quotation marks (dialogue, 
titles, quoted speech), pronouns, connectives, noun 
groups/phrases, prepostional phrases, verbs, tense, clauses 
(subject and verb), pronouns

Capital letters, full stops, commas, adjectives, adverbs, 
nouns (common, proper, collective, abstract, possessive), 
sentence structure, paragraphing, direct and indirect 
speech



THRASS FOUNDATION - FLC YEARS 1 & 2 - JLC YEARS 3 & 4 - MLC YEARS 5 & 6 - SLC

THRASS implementation foci (these are to be continual foci throughout the year)
Teachers must continually use the correct THRASS metalanguage, promote correct handwriting & letter formation, as well as utilising the THRASS chart daily (point of need) to assist with the teaching of:
Tense, syllables, segmentation, suffixes, prefixes, high-frequency words, possessives, plurals, compound words, apostrophes, contractions, word derivatives/root/family words, homonyms / homophones / homographs, etc.

TERM 1

Implementation / 
Revision Term

1.        Letter names - letters only have names, only make 
sounds when in a word.
2.        Handwriting - Lower case and capital letters
3.        Immersion in THRASS chart -  chart words, meta-
language (phoneme, grapheme, phoneme box, graph, 
digraph, trigraph)
4.        THRASS letter formation.
5.        Introduction of MASUTA - HOT WORDS

1.        Introduce / revise / familiarise THRASS charts and 
meta-language; including phonemes, graphemes, GCA, key 
graphemes, graphs, digraphs, trigraphs, quadgraphs, NPS, 
diphone, vowels, consonants 
2.        44 sounds in spoken English; made up of consonants 
and vowels. Vowels and consonants are differentiated  by 
articulation.
3.        Syllables; including the ‘syllable rule’. For example, 
number of vowel phonemes indicate the number of 
syllables.
4.        Segmenting words (listening and identifying sounds)
5.        Difference between a blend and a digraph
6.        Introduce MASUTA

1.        Introduce / revise / familiarise THRASS charts and 
meta-language; including phonemes, graphemes, GCA, key 
graphemes, graphs, digraphs, trigraphs, quadgraphs, NPS, 
diphone, vowels, consonants 
2.        44 sounds in spoken English; made up of consonants 
and vowels. Vowels and consonants are differentiated  by 
articulation.
3.        Syllables; including the ‘syllable rule’. For example, 
number of vowel phonemes indicate the number of 
syllables.
4.        Segmenting words (listening and identifying sounds)
5.        Difference between a blend and a digraph
6.        Introduce MASUTA
7.        Introduce Blue THRASS chart

1.        Introduce / revise / familiarise THRASS charts and 
meta-language; including phonemes, graphemes, GCA, key 
graphemes, graphs, digraphs, trigraphs, quadgraphs, NPS, 
diphone, vowels, consonants 
2.        44 sounds in spoken English; made up of consonants 
and vowels. Vowels and consonants are differentiated  by 
articulation.
3.        Syllables; including the ‘syllable rule’. For example, 
number of vowel phonemes indicate the number of 
syllables.
4.        Segmenting words (listening and identifying sounds)
5.        Difference between a blend and a digraph
Introduction of MASUTA
6.        Introduce MASUTA
7.        Introduce Blue THRASS chart

TERM 2 * Segment phonemes along with grapheme recognition. For 
example; “This word is cat, it has three phonemes, can we 
show them with our fingers, c, a, t. The letters for cat are c,
a,t.”
* Segment word into phonemes, syllables and letters. . For 
example; “This word is cat, it has three phonemes, can we 
show them with our phoneme fists, c, a, t. Cat has one 
syllable can we clap one clap, the letters in cat are c,a,t.
* Recognise syllables, for example; “This word is cat, has 
one vowel, so we clap one beat.” Know that syllables are 
determined by vowel phonemes 

* Group THRASS chart words - nouns, verbs and adjectives.

* High frequency words
* Identifying letter patterns

* Word derivatives/root/family words eg. aero, aqua, sub, 
cent (to indicate meaning)
* Explain how suffixes and prefixes alter the meaning and 
tense of a word.

* Commonly misspelled words
* Easily confused words e.g. recipe, seize, angle, angel
* Unusual plurals e.g. mouse-mice, fish, cacti, sheep etc

TERM 3 * Phonemes - at the beginning of their name and identify 
the key picture and key grapheme. For example,  I am 
Philip, I am in the dolphin box, I have two letters that make 
the 'f' sound at the beginning of my name.
* Tell simple stories using the words on the chart. For 
example, The giant went to the beach and sat under a tree

* Tense, suffixes, prefixes, 
* Purals, compound words, contractions

* Homonyms - a group of words that share the same 
pronunciation but have different meanings whether spelled 
the same or not eg. there, their, they’re, 
* Homophones - pronounced the same but differs in 
meaning and MAY differ in spelling eg. ate, eight
* Homographs - spelled the same but not necessarily 
pronounces the same, having different meanings and 
origins eg. bow and bow

* Abbreviations – e.g. Vic,Qld
* Acronyms eg ANZAC, THRASS
* Comparative and superlative adjectives e.g. 
big/bigger/biggest, good/better/best

TERM 4 * Identify rhyming words and articulate what rhyme is
* Ordering. For example, using the Phoneme Grapheme 
cards and Magnetic Picture Tiles. For example, the ‘k’ box 
they can order cat, kitten, duck, school, and queen

* Identify rhyming words and articulate what rhyme is * Rhymes, alliteration, Onomatopoeia
* Anagrams

* More complexes prefixes and suffixes e.g. super, over, 
ance, ence, ible, able
* Word derivatives/root/family words eg. aero, aqua, sub, 
cent (to indicate meaning)
* Portmanteau e.g. smoke + fog = smog. 

Vic Curriculum - Spelling Foundation
1.        Recognise all upper- and lower-case letters and the 
most common sound that each letter represents(VCELA146)
2.        Blend sounds associated with letters when reading 
consonant-vowel-consonant words (VCELA147)
3.        Understand that spoken sounds and words can be 
written and know how to write some high-frequency words 
and other familiar words including their name(VCELA157)
4.        Identify rhyming words, alliteration patterns, syllables 
and some sounds (phonemes) in spoken words(VCELA168)
5.        Blend and segment onset and rime in single syllable 
spoken words and isolate, blend and segment phonemes in 
single syllable words (first consonant sound, last consonant 
sound, middle vowel sound)(VCELA169)
6.        Know how to use onset and rime to spell words 
where sounds map more directly onto letters (VCELA158)

Year 1
1.        Recognise short vowels, common long vowels and 
consonant digraphs, and consonant blends(VCELA181)
2.        Understand how to spell one and two syllable words 
with common letter patterns (VCELA182)
3.        Understand that a letter can represent more than 
one sound, and that a syllable must contain a vowel sound
(VCELA183)
4.        Recognise and know how to use simple grammatical 
morphemes in word families (VCELA191)
5.        Understand how to use visual memory to write high-
frequency words, and that some high-frequency words have 
regular and irregular spelling components(VCELA184)

Year 3
1.        Understand how to apply knowledge of letter–sound 
relationships, and blending and segmenting to read and use 
more complex words with less common consonant and 
vowel clusters (VCELA249)
2.        Recognise most high frequency words, know how to 
use common prefixes and suffixes, and know some 
homophones and generalisations for adding a suffix to a 
base word. (VCELA250)
3.        Understand how to use letter-sound relationships 
and less common letter combinations to spell words. 
(VCELA263)

Year 5
1.        Understand how to use banks of known words, 
syllabification, spelling patterns, word origins, base words, 
prefixes and suffixes, to spell new words, including some 
uncommon plurals (VCELA312)
2.        Recognise and write less familiar words that share 
common letter patterns but have different pronunciations 
(VCELA326)

Year 2
6.        Identify the separate phonemes in consonant blends 
or clusters at the beginnings and ends of syllables
(VCELA203)
7.        Manipulate phonemes by addition, deletion and 
substitution of initial, medial and final phonemes to 
generate new words (VCELA204)
8.        Learn some generalisations for adding suffixes to 
words (VCELA217)
9.        Recognise most letter–sound matches including silent 
letters, trigraphs, vowel digraphs and common long vowels, 
and understand that a sound can be represented by various 
letter combinations(VCELA218)
10.        Understand how to use digraphs, long vowels, 
blends, silent letters and syllabification to spell simple 
words including compound words (VCELA226)
11.        Use visual memory to write high-frequency words 
and words where spelling is not predictable from the 
sounds (VCELA227)
12.        Manipulate more complex sounds in spoken words 
through knowledge of blending and segmenting sounds, 
phoneme deletion and substitution(VCELA238)
13.        Identify all Standard Australian English phonemes, 
including short and long vowels, separate sounds in clusters 
(VCELA239)

Year 4
1.        Understand how to use phonic generalisations to 
identify and write words with more complex letter 
combinations (VCELA294)
2.        Understand how to use spelling patterns and 
generalisations including syllabification, letter combinations 
including double letters, and morphemic knowledge to 
build word families (VCELA295)
3.        Recognise homophones and know how to use context 
to identify correct spelling (VCELA296)

Year 6
1.        Understand how to use phonic knowledge and 
accumulated understandings about blending, letter–sound 
relationships, common and uncommon letter patterns and 
phonic generalisations to recognise and write increasingly 
complex words (VCELA353)
2.        Understand how to use banks of known words, word 
origins, base words, prefixes, suffixe



MATHS FOUNDATION - FLC YEARS 1 & 2 - JLC YEARS 3 & 4 - MLC YEARS 5 & 6 - SLC

TERM 1 Number & Algebra Number and Place Value
1.        Establish understanding of the language and 
processes of counting by naming numbers in sequences, 
initially to and from 20, moving from  any starting point 
(VCMNA069)
2.        Connect number names, numerals and quantities, 
including zero, initially up to 10 and then beyond 
(VCMNA070)

Number and Place Value
1.Investigate number sequences, initially those increasing 
and decreasing by twos, threes, fives and ten from any 
starting point, then moving to other sequences 
(VCMNA103)
2.Recognise, model, represent and order numbers to at 
least 1000 (VCMNA104)
3.Group, partition and rearrange collections up to 1000 in 
hundreds, tens and ones to facilitate more efficient 
counting (VCMNA105)

Number and Place Value
1.        Investigate and use the properties of odd and even 
numbers (VCMNA151)
2.        Recognise, represent and order numbers to at least 
tens of thousands (VCMNA152)
3.        Apply place value to partition, rearrange and regroup 
numbers to at least tens of thousands to assist calculations 
and solve problems (VCMNA153)

Number and Place Value
1.        Identify and describe properties of prime, composite, 
square and triangular numbers (VCMNA208)
2.        Select and apply efficient mental and written 
strategies and appropriate digital technologies to solve 
problems involving all four operations with whole numbers 
and make estimates for these computations (VCMNA209)
3.        Investigate everyday situations that use integers. 
Locate and represent these numbers on a number line 
(VCMNA210)

Measurement & 
Geometry

Shape
1.        Sort, describe and name familiar two-dimensional 
shapes and three-dimensional objects in the environment 
(VCMMG081)

Using Units of Measurement
1.        Compare and order several shapes and objects based 
on length, area, volume and capacity using appropriate 
uniform informal units (VCMMG115)
2.        Compare masses of objects using balance scales 
(VCMMG116)

Using Units of Measurement
1.        Use scaled instruments to measure and compare 
lengths, masses, capacities and temperatures(VCMMG165)
2.        Compare objects using familiar metric units of area 
and volume (VCMMG166)

Using Units of Measurement
1.Connect decimal representations to the metric system 
(VCMMG222)
2.Convert between common metric units of length, mass 
and capacity (VCMMG223)

Statistics & 
Probability

TERM 2 Number & Algebra Number and Place Value
3.        Subitise small collections of objects (VCMNA071)
4.        Compare, order and make correspondences between 
collections, initially to 20, and explain reasoning 
(VCMNA072)
5.        Represent practical situations to model addition and 
subtraction (VCMNA073)

Number and Place Value
4.        Explore the connection between addition and 
subtraction (VCMNA106)
5.        Solve simple addition and subtraction problems using 
a range of efficient mental and written strategies 
(VCMNA107)
6.        Recognise and represent multiplication as repeated 
addition, groups and arrays (VCMNA108)
7.        Recognise and represent division as grouping into 
equal sets and solve simple problems using these 
representations (VCMNA109)

Number and Place Value
4.        Investigate number sequences involving multiples of 
3, 4, 6, 7, 8, and 9 (VCMNA154)
5.        Recall multiplication facts up to 10 × 10 and related 
division facts (VCMNA155)
6.        Develop efficient mental and written strategies and 
use appropriate digital technologies for multiplication and 
for division where there is no remainder(VCMNA156)

Fractions and Decimals
1.        Compare fractions with related denominators and 
locate and represent them on a number line (VCMNA211)
2.        Solve problems involving addition and subtraction of 
fractions with the same or related denominators 
(VCMNA212)
3.        Find a simple fraction of a quantity where the result 
is a whole number, with and without digital technologies 
(VCMNA213)

Measurement & 
Geometry

Shape
1.        Sort, describe and name familiar two-dimensional 
shapes and three-dimensional objects in the environment 
(VCMMG081)

Using Units of Measurement
3.        Tell time to the quarter-hour, using the language of 
'past' and 'to' (VCMMG117)
4.        Name and order months and seasons (VCMMG118)
5.        Use a calendar to identify the date and determine the 
number of days in each month (VCMMG119)

Using Units of Measurement
3.        Convert between units of time (VCMMG167)
4.        Use am and pm notation and solve simple time 
problems (VCMMG168)

Using Units of Measurement
3.        Solve problems involving the comparison of lengths 
and areas using appropriate units (VCMMG224)
4.        Connect volume and capacity and their units of 
measurement (VCMMG225)

Statistics & 
Probability

TERM 3 Number & Algebra Number and Place Value
6.        Represent practical situations to model sharing 
(VCMNA074)

Money and Financial Mathematics
1.        Represent simple, everyday financial situations 
involving money (VCMNA075)

Fractions and Decimals
1.        Recognise and interpret common uses of halves, 
quarters and eighths of shapes and collections (VCMNA110)

Money and Financial Mathematics
1.        Count and order small collections of Australian coins 
and notes according to their value (VCMNA111)

Fractions and Decimals
1.Investigate equivalent fractions used in contexts
(VCMNA157)
2.Count by quarters, halves and thirds, including with mixed 
numerals. Locate and represent these fractions on a 
number line (VCMNA158)
3.Recognise that the place value system can be extended to 
tenths and hundredths. Make connections between 
fractions and decimal notation(VCMNA159)

Fractions and Decimals
4.        Add and subtract decimals, with and without digital 
technologies, and use estimation and rounding to check the 
reasonableness of answers (VCMNA214)
5.        Multiply decimals by whole numbers and perform 
divisions by non-zero whole numbers where the results are 
terminating decimals, with and without digital technologies
(VCMNA215)
6.        Multiply and divide decimals by powers of 10 
(VCMNA216)
7.        Make connections between equivalent fractions, 
decimals and percentages (VCMNA217)

Measurement & 
Geometry

Using Units of Measurement
1.        Use direct and indirect comparisons to decide which 
is longer, heavier or holds more, and explain reasoning in 
everyday language (VCMMG078)
2.        Compare and order the duration of events using the 
everyday language of time (VCMMG079)
3.        Connect days of the week to familiar events and 
actions (VCMMG080)

Shape
1.        Describe and draw two-dimensional shapes, with and 
without digital technologies (VCMMG120)
2.        Describe the features of three-dimensional objects 
(VCMMG121)

Shape
1.        Compare the areas of regular and irregular shapes by 
informal means (VCMMG169)
2.        Compare and describe two dimensional shapes that 
result from combining and splitting common shapes, with 
and without the use of digital technologies(VCMMG170)
3.        Explain and compare the geometric properties of 
two-dimensional shapes and three-dimensional objects
(VCMMG171)

Using Units of Measurement
5.        Interpret and use timetables (VCMMG226)
6.        Measure, calculate and compare elapsed tim e 
(VCMMG227)

Shape
1.        Construct simple prisms and pyramids (VCMMG228)

Statistics & 
Probability

Chance
1.        Identify practical activities and everyday events that 
involve chance. Describe outcomes as ‘likely’ or ‘unlikely’ 
and identify some events as ‘certain’ or ‘impossible’
(VCMSP125)

Data Representation and Interpretation
1.        Identify a question of interest based on one 
categorical variable. Gather data relevant to the question 
(VCMSP126)
2.        Collect, check and classify data (VCMSP127)
3.        Create displays of data using lists, table and picture 
graphs and interpret them (VCMSP128)

Chance
1.Describe probabilities using fractions, decimals and 
percentages (VCMSP232)
2.Conduct chance experiments with both small and large 
numbers of trials using appropriate digital technologies 
(VCMSP233)
3.Compare observed frequencies across experiments with 
expected frequencies (VCMSP234)

TERM 4 Number & Algebra Patterns and Algebra
1.        Sort and classify familiar objects and explain the basis 
for these classifications, and copy, continue and create 
patterns with objects and drawings (VCMNA076)
2.        Follow a short sequence of instructions (VCMNA077)

Patterns and Algebra
1.        Describe patterns with numbers and identify missing 
elements (VCMNA112)
2.        Solve problems by using number sentences for 
addition or subtraction (VCMNA113)
3.        Apply repetition in arithmetic operations, including 
multiplication as repeated addition and division as repeated 
subtraction (VCMNA114)

Money and Financial Mathematics
1.Solve problems involving purchases and the calculation of 
change to the nearest five cents with and without digital 
technologies (VCMNA160)

Money and Financial Mathematics
1.Investigate and calculate percentage discounts of 10%, 
25% and 50% on sale items, with and without digital 
technologies (VCMNA218)

Patterns and Algebra
1.Continue and create sequences involving whole numbers, 
fractions and decimals. Describe the rule used to create the 
sequence (VCMNA219)
2.Explore the use of brackets and order of operations to 
write number sentences (VCMNA220)
3.Design algorithms involving branching and iteration to 
solve specific classes of mathematical problems 
(VCMNA221)

Measurement & 
Geometry

Location and Transformation
1.        Describe position and movement (VCMMG082)

Location and Transformation
1.Interpret simple maps of familiar locations and identify 
the relative positions of key features (VCMMG122)
2.Investigate the effect of one-step slides and flips with and 
without digital technologies (VCMMG123)
3.Identify and describe half and quarter turns (VCMMG124)

Location and Transformation
1.        Use simple scales, legends and directions to interpret 
information contained in basic maps (VCMMG172)
2.        Create symmetrical patterns, pictures and shapes 
with and without digital technologies (VCMMG173)

Geometric Reasoning
1.Compare angles and classify them as equal to, greater 
than or less than a right angle (VCMMG174)

Location and Transformation
1.Investigate the effect of combinations of transformations 
on simple and composite shapes, including creating 
tessellations, with and without the use of digital 
technologies(VCMMG229)
2. Introduce the Cartesian coordinate system using all four 
quadrants (VCMMG230)

Statistics & 
Probability

Data Representation and Interpretation
1.        Answer yes/no questions to collect information 
(VCMSP083)
2.        Organise answers to yes/no questions into simple 
data displays using objects and drawings (VCMSP084)
3.        Interpret simple data displays about yes/no questions 
(VCMSP085)

Chance
1.Describe possible everyday events and order their 
chances of occurring (VCMSP175)
2.Identify everyday events where one cannot happen if the 
other happens (VCMSP176)
3.Identify events where the chance of one will not be 
affected by the occurrence of the other (VCMSP177)

Data Representation and Interpretation
1.Select and trial methods for data collection, including 
survey questions and recording sheets (VCMSP178)
2.Construct suitable data displays, with and without the use 
of digital technologies, from given or collected data. Include 
tables, column graphs and picture graphs where one picture 
can represent many data values (VCMSP179)
3.Evaluate the effectiveness of different displays in 
illustrating data features including variability(VCMSP180)

Data Representation and Interpretation
1.        Construct, interpret and compare a range of data 
displays, including side-by-side column graphs for two 
categorical variables (VCMSP235)
2.        Interpret secondary data presented in digital media 
and elsewhere (VCMSP236)
3.        Pose and refine questions to collect categorical or 
numerical data by observation or survey (VCMSP237)



Resources FOUNDATION - FLC YEARS 1 & 2 - JLC YEARS 3 & 4 - MLC YEARS 5 & 6 - SLC

TERM 1 ODD YEAR

Topic:
Resilience

Weeks 1-3: A Good Friend
Weeks 4-6: Sharing
Weeks 7-9: Bouncing back

Weeks 1-3: A Good Friend
Weeks 4-6: Sharing
Weeks 7-9: Bouncing back

Weeks 1-3: A Good Friend
Weeks 4-6: Sharing
Weeks 7-9: Problems

Weeks 1-3: A Good Friend
Weeks 4-6: Sharing
Weeks 7-9: Problems

EVEN YEAR

Topic:
Healthy Choices

Weeks 1-3: Food Pyramid
Weeks 4-6: You are what you eat?
Weeks 7-9: Healthy body healthy mind

Weeks 1-3: Food Choices
Weeks 4-6: You are what you eat?
Weeks 7-9: Healthy body healthy mind

Weeks 1-3: Food Choices
Weeks 4-6: You are what you eat?
Weeks 7-9: Healthy body healthy mind

Weeks 1-3: Supersize Me ??? 
Weeks 4-6: You are what you eat?
Weeks 7-9: Healthy body healthy mind

TERM 2 ODD YEAR

Topic:
Emotional Literacy

Weeks 1-3: Types of feeling
Weeks 4-6: Feeling and you
Weeks 7-9: Feeling and others

Weeks 1-3: Feeling and you
Weeks 4-6: Feeling misinterperated
Weeks 7-9: Strategies for dealing with feelings

Weeks 1-3: Friendships
Weeks 4-6: Dealing with situations
Weeks 7-9: Emotional challenges

Weeks 1-3: Social media and emotions
Weeks 4-6: Chemical reactions to emotions
Weeks 7-9: Strategies for emotional resilence

EVEN YEAR

Topic:
Mindfulness

Weeks 1-3: What is mindfulmess?
Weeks 4-6: Types of relaxation 
Weeks 7-9: Mindfulness project

Weeks 1-3: The meaning of mindfulness 
Weeks 4-6: Situations where mindfulness can help
Weeks 7-9: Mindfulness practical lessons

Weeks 1-3: Mindfull vs Mindful
Weeks 4-6: Mindful aids 
Weeks 7-9: Mindfulness practical lessons

Weeks 1-3: Being mindful in stressful situation
Weeks 4-6: Coping with past, present & future
Weeks 7-9: Dealing with transitiion situations

TERM 3 ODD YEAR

Topic: 
My Body

Weeks 1-3: My Bones
Weeks 4-6: My Muscles
Weeks 7-9: What affects my body?

Weeks 1-3: My Bones & Bone Health
Weeks 4-6: My Muscles & Muscle Health
Weeks 7-9: Body Wellbeing & Care

Weeks 1-3: Skeletal System
Weeks 4-6: Muscular Systems
Weeks 7-9: Body Hygene

Weeks 1-3: Body Systems - Skeletal, Muscular, Cardiovascular
Weeks 4-6: Body Systems - Respirtory, Endocrine & Nervous Systems
Weeks 7-9: External Impacts on our bodies Health - Alcohol, Drugs & 
Inactivity

EVEN YEAR

Topic: 
Gratitude

Weeks 1-3: What is Gratitude?
Weeks 4-6: Importance of manners
Weeks 7-9: Mini Gratitude project

Weeks 1-3: Things to be greatful for
Weeks 4-6: Linking emotions to gratitude
Weeks 7-9: Mini Gratitude project - classroom

Weeks 1-3: Reflecting on gratitude
Weeks 4-6: Being greatful for our school
Weeks 7-9: Being Greatful for our world

Weeks 1-3: What are you greatful for?
Weeks 4-6: Finding gratitide in situations
Weeks 7-9: Gratitude Mini Project - Quote creations

TERM 4 ODD YEAR

Topic: 
More Than A 

Game

Weeks 1-3: What is sport?
Weeks 4-6: Why do we particpate in sport?
Weeks 7-9: Benefits of team sports?

Weeks 1-3: What is the purport of a game?
Weeks 4-6: Dealing with challenging situations 
Weeks 7-9: Why is sport more than a game?

Weeks 1-3: Why do we play sport?
Weeks 4-6: Challenges in sport
Weeks 7-9: Careers in sport

Weeks 1-3: Remember the Titans - More Than A Game
Weeks 4-6: Remember the Titans - More Than A Game
Weeks 7-9: Remember the Titans - More Than A Game

EVEN YEAR

Topic: 
Health Around Us 

(including 
Influences)

Weeks 1-3: What is Health?
Weeks 4-6: How can you be healthy?
Weeks 7-9: My health

Weeks 1-3: Healthy vs Unhealthy?
Weeks 4-6: Impacts on health
Weeks 7-9: Your healthy hero

Weeks 1-3: Facts about Australian Childrens Health
Weeks 4-6: Health & Culture
Weeks 7-9: Health Organisations in Aus. 

Weeks 1-3: Options for health and wellbeing in your life
Weeks 4-6: Health organisations
Weeks 7-9: Advertising and promotion negative influences

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1fAecpTIVZzBEqb_ni_nm6fxxc8Y9-5K2


LANGUAGES Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4

LANGUAGE
S

Term 1 Italian Chinese German Vietnamese

Term 2 Japanese French Korean Spanish

Term 3 Turkish Indonesian Greek Hindi

Term 4 Aboriginal Aboriginal Aboriginal Aboriginal



THE ARTS FOUNDATION - FLC YEARS 1 & 2 - JLC YEARS 3 & 4 - MLC YEARS 5 & 6 - SLC

EVEN YEAR Term 1 Visual Art - Colours Music - Orchestra Music - Ukulele Drama - School Production

Term 2 Music - Pitch, Dynamics, Tempo Drama - Mime Media - Short Films Drama - School Production

Term 3 Drama - Puppets Media - Radio Plays Visual Art - Face Paint and Makeup Music - Garage Band

Term 4 Media - Silent Films Visual Art - Famous Artists Drama - Improvisation and dramatisation Visual Art - Comics

Dance - School Concert (Whole School)

ODD YEAR Term 1 Visual Art - Colours Music - Beat and Rhythm Music - Ukulele Drama - School Production

Term 2 Music - Pitch, Dynamics, Tempo Drama - Theatre Sports Media - Short Films Drama - School Production

Term 3 Drama - Puppets Media - Stop-motion Animation Visual Art - Artistic Elements Media - Green Screen Movies

Term 4 Media - Silent Films Visual Art - 3D Art Drama - Short Plays Visual Art - Op Art

Dance - School Concert (Whole School)



PHYSICAL EDUCATION Sport 1 Sport 2

EVEN YEAR Term 1 Soccer Athletics

Term 2 Football Netball

Term 3 Basketball Volleyball

Term 4 Hockey Cricket

ODD YEAR Term 1 Soccer Athletics

Term 2 Football Netball

Term 3 Basketball Lawn Bowls

Term 4 Ultimate Frisbee Softball



ASSESSMENT READING WRITING
* Including Spelling

MATHS
* Advisable to complete Pre & Post Topic Testing

OTHER

The Assessment Schedule is mandatory for all teachers. Each assessment must occur in the designated week and teachers must enter the data within five school days of assessment completion. If any activity (eg Camp) is scheduled in the same 
week as an assessment, the assessment must be re-scheduled.

The Assessment Schedule milestones all take place in Terms 2 and 4. During Terms 1 and 3, teaching teams will apply their own agreed assessments that have been approved by the Principal. These other assessments will emphasize ‘Assessment 
For/As’ learning and will be used to inform collaborative  team planning, practices and to conference student, whilst this document is targeting Assessment OF learning for school tracking purposes. 

TERM 2 Week 1 1.        SA Spelling

Week 2 1.        BURT Word Reading Test 2. Writing Sample - ODD YEAR RECOUNT, EVEN YEAR 
PERSUASIVE

1.        Essential Assessment - GENERAL Number & Algebra 
(during ICT with Jared)

Week 3 2.        Running Records (30) / PROBE 2.        Essential Assessment - GENERAL Measurement & 
Geometry (during ICT with Jared)

Week 4 1.        Essential Assessment - GENERAL Statistics & 
Probability (during ICT with Jared)

Week 5 3.        Essential Assessment - GENERAL Reading (during ICT 
with Jared)

NAPLAN - Year 3 and 5

Week 6

Week 7

Week 8

Week 9

Week 10

Week 11

TERM 4 Week 1 1.        SA Spelling 1.        Essential Assessment - GENERAL Number & Algebra 
(during ICT with Jared)

Week 2 1.        BURT Word Reading Test 2.        Writing Sample – ODD YEAR NARRATIVE, EVEN YEAR 
PROCEDURAL

2.        Essential Assessment - GENERAL Measurement & 
Geometry (during ICT with Jared)

Week 3 2.        Running Records (30) / PROBE 1.        Essential Assessment - GENERAL Statistics & 
Probability (during ICT with Jared)

Week 4

Week 5 3.        Essential Assessment - GENERAL Reading (during ICT 
with Jared)

Week 6

Week 7

Week 8

Week 9

Week 10

Week 11

http://www.burtbooks.com/BURTWORDRECOGNITIONTEST.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/e/2PACX-1vST5uraFqcnoFuyJCURlX7NUhT36EQKR4xE0FE7PN2vXFZmJjfu5djkeoXPFye6QCJBIxCcagWm9o63/pub
https://docs.google.com/document/d/e/2PACX-1vST5uraFqcnoFuyJCURlX7NUhT36EQKR4xE0FE7PN2vXFZmJjfu5djkeoXPFye6QCJBIxCcagWm9o63/pub
https://docs.google.com/document/d/e/2PACX-1vST5uraFqcnoFuyJCURlX7NUhT36EQKR4xE0FE7PN2vXFZmJjfu5djkeoXPFye6QCJBIxCcagWm9o63/pub
https://docs.google.com/document/d/e/2PACX-1vST5uraFqcnoFuyJCURlX7NUhT36EQKR4xE0FE7PN2vXFZmJjfu5djkeoXPFye6QCJBIxCcagWm9o63/pub
https://docs.google.com/document/d/e/2PACX-1vST5uraFqcnoFuyJCURlX7NUhT36EQKR4xE0FE7PN2vXFZmJjfu5djkeoXPFye6QCJBIxCcagWm9o63/pub
https://docs.google.com/document/d/e/2PACX-1vST5uraFqcnoFuyJCURlX7NUhT36EQKR4xE0FE7PN2vXFZmJjfu5djkeoXPFye6QCJBIxCcagWm9o63/pub
https://docs.google.com/document/d/e/2PACX-1vST5uraFqcnoFuyJCURlX7NUhT36EQKR4xE0FE7PN2vXFZmJjfu5djkeoXPFye6QCJBIxCcagWm9o63/pub
https://docs.google.com/document/d/e/2PACX-1vST5uraFqcnoFuyJCURlX7NUhT36EQKR4xE0FE7PN2vXFZmJjfu5djkeoXPFye6QCJBIxCcagWm9o63/pub
https://docs.google.com/document/d/e/2PACX-1vST5uraFqcnoFuyJCURlX7NUhT36EQKR4xE0FE7PN2vXFZmJjfu5djkeoXPFye6QCJBIxCcagWm9o63/pub
https://docs.google.com/document/d/e/2PACX-1vST5uraFqcnoFuyJCURlX7NUhT36EQKR4xE0FE7PN2vXFZmJjfu5djkeoXPFye6QCJBIxCcagWm9o63/pub
http://www.burtbooks.com/BURTWORDRECOGNITIONTEST.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/e/2PACX-1vST5uraFqcnoFuyJCURlX7NUhT36EQKR4xE0FE7PN2vXFZmJjfu5djkeoXPFye6QCJBIxCcagWm9o63/pub
https://docs.google.com/document/d/e/2PACX-1vST5uraFqcnoFuyJCURlX7NUhT36EQKR4xE0FE7PN2vXFZmJjfu5djkeoXPFye6QCJBIxCcagWm9o63/pub
https://docs.google.com/document/d/e/2PACX-1vST5uraFqcnoFuyJCURlX7NUhT36EQKR4xE0FE7PN2vXFZmJjfu5djkeoXPFye6QCJBIxCcagWm9o63/pub
https://docs.google.com/document/d/e/2PACX-1vST5uraFqcnoFuyJCURlX7NUhT36EQKR4xE0FE7PN2vXFZmJjfu5djkeoXPFye6QCJBIxCcagWm9o63/pub
https://docs.google.com/document/d/e/2PACX-1vST5uraFqcnoFuyJCURlX7NUhT36EQKR4xE0FE7PN2vXFZmJjfu5djkeoXPFye6QCJBIxCcagWm9o63/pub
https://docs.google.com/document/d/e/2PACX-1vST5uraFqcnoFuyJCURlX7NUhT36EQKR4xE0FE7PN2vXFZmJjfu5djkeoXPFye6QCJBIxCcagWm9o63/pub


Assessment Purpose Term 1 Term 2 Term 3 Term 4

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

The Assessment Schedule is mandatory for all teachers. Each assessment must occur in the designated week and teachers must enter the data within five school days of assessment completion. If any activity (eg 
Camp) is scheduled in the same week as an assessment, the assessment must be re-scheduled.

The Assessment Schedule milestones mailnly take place in Terms 2 and 4. During Terms 1 and 3, teaching teams will apply their own agreed assessments that have been approved by the Principal. These other 
assessments will emphasize ‘Assessment For/As’ learning and will be used to inform collaborative  team planning, practices and to conference student, whilst this document is targeting Assessment OF learning for 

school tracking purposes. 

Bo
th Reading, Writing and 

Maths Conferences
Feedback and goal setting with students. 1:1 conferences allow 

teachers to gauge understandings and identify areas for 
improvement. Both Teachers and students decide on new goals 

related to their needs.
--------- Minimum of twice per term --------- --------- Minimum of twice per term --------- --------- Minimum of twice per term --------- --------- Minimum of twice per term --------- 

Essential Assessment 
- General Summative 

Test

Students complete whole school summative tests for Maths and 
Reading & Viewing, which allows schools to record assessment levels 

before reporting.
✔ ✔

En
gl

is
h PM / Probe 

Benchmarking 
Assessment

Both tests are administered 1:1 as a tool to assess reading. It involves 
observation, recording and analysis of fluency , accuracy and 
comprehension. They are used to give an Independent and 

Instructional reading level, which is mapped over the student’s time 
at MPS.

✔
as well as 
Ongoing

✔
as well as 
Ongoing

Burt Word Test The Burt Word Reading Test provides a measure of an aspect of a 
child's word reading skills, e.g. word recognition. The test card 

consists of 110 words printed in decreasing size of type and graded in 
approximate order of difficulty. It gives teachers an approximate 

reading age result upon completion

✔ ✔

Writing Rubrics Rubrics should be negotiated with students. They allow students to 
know what they need to include in their writing to be successful. 

Rubrics will also show what student should be aiming to do next in 
their development of writing skills. Writing rubrics may include 

reference to:
� Genre structure � Genre features � Punctuation � Grammar � 

Spelling � Revising & Editing 
Can be a mix of Genre Specific Rubrics and  Grade Level Writing 

Rubrics 

---------- Ongoing --------- ---------- Ongoing --------- ---------- Ongoing --------- ---------- Ongoing --------- 

South Australian 
Spelling Test

SA Spelling Test is administered to the whole class. Teachers mark 
student spelling attempts to ascertain a Spelling age for each child 

and to also analyse errors to determine future teaching and student 
learning goals. 

✔ ✔

Words of the Week 
Dictation assessment 

Dictation is a used as a tool for assessing weekly spelling because it 
allows students to use their spelling skills in “real world” applications. 

---------- Ongoing --------- ---------- Ongoing --------- ---------- Ongoing --------- ---------- Ongoing --------- 

Writing Moderation Moderation allows teachers to work with other teachers to observe, 
score and analyse student’s writing so as to confidently assign a Vic 

Curriuclum level in the Student Reports

✔
odd year - 
Recount

even year - 
Persuasive

✔
odd year - 
Narrative

even year - 
Procedura

l

M
at

hs Pre and Post
Tests/Activities 

Pre Tests are used to monitor and record students’ existing 
mathematical knowledge on a specific concept in order to inform 

planning and teaching for small groups and whole class. Post Tests 
monitor and record progress and achievement for individual 

students, and whole class to inform further term and unit planning. 

---------- Ongoing --------- ---------- Ongoing --------- ---------- Ongoing --------- ---------- Ongoing --------- 

Essential Assessment 
- Sub-strand 
assessment

Teachers assign a strand or sub strand pre-assessment in Maths and 
then can plan their lessons to address the learning needs of students. ---------- Ongoing --------- ---------- Ongoing --------- ---------- Ongoing --------- ---------- Ongoing --------- 

? Automatic Number
Facts Response 

Automatic Number Facts Response involves four test of 100 basic
number facts in each of Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication and

Division. Students are given 5 minutes to complete as many problems 
as possible. This data is used to measure growth over 6 months. 

? End of Semester
Maths Tests

(Developed by each
Year Level) 

These Year Level created tests are directly related to each 
progression point in Vic Curric. Student performance is recorded on 

an Evaluation Rubric which includes a Teacher Comment.
The results of these tests, in conjunction with other assessment 
results and data allows teachers to confidently assign a level to a 

student for reports

O
th

er Student Reports Student Reports are created through an online platform to 
communicate student achievement to

parents. Academic reports are completed each semester, and 
attitudes & behaviour reports are completed each term

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Parent / Teacher 
Interviews

They are an opportunity to discuss student learning and set future 
goals for students

✔ ✔

Individual Learning
Plans 

ILP's address the particular educational needs of students in a range 
of situations. It is expected that ILPs are developed for students who 

perform six months (or more) below year level standard or 12 
months (or more) above the year level standard 

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

NAPLAN NAPLAN is an annual assessment for students in Years 3 and 5. 
NAPLAN tests are undertaken nationwide, every year, in early May. 
NAPLAN is made up of tests in four areas (or ‘domains’): Reading, 

Writing, Language Conventions (spelling, grammar and punctuation) 
and Numeracy.

✔

Attitudes to School 
Survey

Attitudes to School Survey is conducted online. It gathers data on 
student wellbeing and the levels of engagement. The online survey is 

completely anonymous and no student is identified.
✔


